
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In October 1991 Formula One Grand Prix was released on Amiga and PC.  Finishing what Revs started,  F1GP is, by a clear margin, the first simulation of F1.   This 
was the start of a long history of intense F1 simulation games from Geoff Crammond/Microprose. 
 
F1GP as it’s known, ran rather slow on a standard Amiga and a powerful PC was required to make a decent game, so most had to wait until their machine caught up.  
It was worth the wait: The graphics were impressive (the PC version even had textures for the grass and trees).  The audio, presentation, game play etc were all tre-
mendously faithful to real F1.  Like his earlier work it was a masterful piece of engineering and the physics involved were stunning.  The car handling being most 
authentic seen up until then and for the next five years. This was 1991 remember and you could change gear ratios, wing setups the lot.  A full track of cars were 
present, all taking damage and the car details were fantastic for the day—include debris when taking a big hit.  The game was thought to be tough so driving aids 
were implemented (as seen in lots of later games).  The mirrors worked, audio gave a suitable feeling of a high revving powerful engine and best of all you could play 
two player by taking it in turns to race laps, whilst your friend sat back and the computer controlled their car.   This became known has 'hot-seat' multiplayer. 
 
It wasn’t perfect.  Swapping four floppy disks on the Amiga was a nightmare, especially given the amount of loading required.  Also, quite oddly, despite all other in-
car or cockpit view games doing so, Geoff chose not to put a dot on the steering wheel to show you how far it’s turned.  I always found that an odd thing! - though 
once the game is mastered, this is less significant. 
 

Sequels were more rare in the nineties and no-one expected a second F1 game from Crammond.   Five years after his F1 simulation (when it was long since forgot-
ten), 2nd of January 1996 saw Geoff Crammond/Microprose release Grand Prix 2.   

 
Like the first,  it received enormous critical praise and indeed was the best simulation of F1 available.  Arguably, the Playstation Psygnosis F1 game for Playstation 
late 1996 was more fun and therefore a better game (certainly their ‘97 game was).  GP2 did have some oddities too, for example the other car engines cannot be 
heard at all whilst racing and whilst you can see a wheel come off  your car, it makes little difference to driving.  As expected, the five years allowed an enormous 
step forward in quality of pc graphics owing to addition of 3D graphics cards and the Pentium processor becoming more common. If a simulation was what you 
wanted in 1996, this was the only choice.   Up until GP3's release, in August 2000, Geoff had programmed the game entirely on his own, but towards the end of GP3,  
Microprose had assembled a big team of workers to help.  By GP4's release in June 2002, the series was a decade old, the sparkle had gone and it's popularity was 
sliding.  Probably for budgetary reasons, on 20th September 2002, Infogrames (who bought Hasbro, who previously bought Microprose) closed the 27 strong office 
where Geoff carried on his legendary work.  Infogrames next F1 game (F1 Challenge) was an utter flop.  
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